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CHAPTER ONE

SIL E NCE A ND A L CHE M Y:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MARION NICOLL

by Ann Davis

Introduction
1957 was a momentous year for Marion Nicoll. That summer she spent two concentrated
weeks studying with Will Barnet at the Emma Lake Artists’ Workshop. Later she remembered this as a “hard, driving course. I mean, there was something electric.… The whole
place just quivered.… And I just took off!”1 Her artistic departure was from competent
watercolour landscapes and still lifes to challenging abstract oils, acrylics, and prints.
This radical change in her art was not well received by many in quiet Calgary, where
abstraction was only practised by a very few. Marion’s erstwhile teacher, A. C. Leighton,
was so upset that, according to his wife Barbara, he walked the floor for three days.2 1957
was also a year in which an important American art critic, Meyer Schapiro, and the same
American artist who conducted the Saskatchewan workshop that Nicoll attended, Will
Barnet, published challenging, diagnostic articles about abstract painting. These articles
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reveal contemporary thinking about this style of art, still a new if not a rare phenomenon
in North America, and illuminate some of the influences that affected Marion Nicoll.
Meyer Schapiro started his article “Recent Abstract Painting” by declaring that “in
comparing the arts of our time with those of a hundred years ago, we observe that the
arts have become more deeply personal, more intimate, more concerned with experiences
of a subtle kind.” As his title suggests, Schapiro was interested in painters who “freed
themselves from the necessity of representation” and, in so doing, “discovered whole new
fields of form-construction and expression.”3 He identified two universal requirements
for this new art: “every work of art has an individual order or coherence, a quality of
unity and necessity in its structure” and, secondly, “that the forms and colors chosen
have a decided expressive physiognomy, that they speak to us as a feeling-charged whole,
through the intrinsic power of colors and lines, rather than through the imaging of
facial expressions, gestures and bodily movements.”4 This concentration on the expressive
encouraged Schapiro to give new emphasis to different kinds of art, not simply European
representationalism. He promoted “the appreciation of many kinds of old art and the
arts of distant peoples – primitive, historic, colonial, Asiatic and African – as well as
European.”5 Returning time and again to the importance of ordered individuality and
intuitive feeling, the author reminded his readers: “The object of art is, therefore, more
passionately than ever before, the occasion of spontaneity or intense feeling. The painting
symbolizes an individual who realizes freedom and deep engagement of the self within
his work.”6 The formal result of such freedom and individuality is often evident on the
canvas as “an order which retains a decided quality of randomness.”7 Perhaps Schapiro’s
most important, most provocative, argument in this perceptive essay is his assertion
that modern abstract painting is opposed to communication. He goes on to note that
“Painting, by becoming abstract and giving up its representational function, has achieved
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a state in which communication seems to be deliberately prevented.”8 The extricated
communication has now been replaced with “communion and contemplation,” what
Schapiro called the “equivalent of what is regarded as part of religious life: a sincere and
humble submission to a spiritual object.”9 Intuition, individual expressive order and a
contemplation verging on the spiritual all mark the best painting of mid-century North
America.
In “Aspects of American Abstract Painting,” published in 1957, Will Barnet, a painter and instructor rather than a writer and analyst, built his personal interpretation in
parallel with some of the themes Schapiro identified. Barnet was particularly interested
in what he called “structural quality,” “painting that has clear form and clear color.”10
This is a much narrower focus than Schapiro’s structural, individual order and coherence.
Riling against “surface seduction and tentative form,” as seen in the works of Abstract
Expressionists, Barnet praised the creator who “develops the painting through an exactitude and allows the observer to see his vision clearly.” In particular, he lauded the work of
those he called “primitive” artists, and Gaugin, Kandinsky, Miró, and Klee. But he saved
his highest esteem for Mondrian, who, he wrote, made “an absolute of form, … [made]
the pictorial structure of the picture both subject and content.”11 For this reason, he
admired Robert Motherwell as a purist. While lauding intuition and discipline, Barnet,
both more prescriptive and less tolerant than Schapiro, determined that
The inspired independent painter searches today for the meaning that lies
hidden beneath things seen and felt. His vision is to find the concrete shapes
that express and communicate his feelings and to state them in fresh and vital
painting terms. This explains the conspicuous elimination of the subject and
its replacement by symbolic imagery.12
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Yet he found persistence of the subject in that object symbol; for him the symbol came
to contain the character of the subject. The example he used was an “abstract landscape
… where landscape forms have now become shorthand symbols often able to convey
with poetic feeling the love for and joyousness of nature in its changing moods.”13 Barnet
concluded his article by re-emphasizing his firm belief in the overwhelming value of “the
language of form, intensely considered, something beyond and beneath the personal
statement of the artist.”14
In considering the work of Marion Nicoll, it is helpful to turn to these two essays
to grasp some contemporary art theory and language. Both Schapiro and Barnet were
convinced of the importance of individual, intuitive abstract painting. Both emphasized the centrality of feelings, what Schapiro called expressive physiognomy, and both
wanted ordered, considered unity, or, in Barnet’s language, structure. The best results
then would expose the freedom and deep engagement of self that Schapiro identified.
Marion Nicoll would agree with all of these requirements. But after that, Schapiro and
Barnet differed because Schapiro valued the decided quality of randomness while Barnet
might categorize that as tentative form. For Barnet a great sin was murky, suggestive
form, which allowed the observer to read into the painting. Rather, Barnet wanted the
painter very much in control, and that control meant clean forms. Marion Nicoll would
probably side with Barnet here. Then comes the matter of communication, something
Schapiro rejected for abstract painting, while Barnet did not, talking disparagingly about
the non-communicative approach of abstract expressionism. Rejecting communication,
Schapiro turned to the softer communion or quasi-religious spirituality. Accepting
communication, Barnet emphasized symbolic imagery. Interestingly, Nicoll took both
approaches and blended them.
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A third author artist is key to understanding both contemporary abstract painting
and Marion Nicoll’s art: Wassily Kandinsky. His 1912 book, Über das Geistige in der
Kunst, translated as Concerning the Spiritual in Art, was widely read among artists interested in abstraction, for Kandinsky was one of the first painters to create completely
abstract pictures. Schapiro knew Kandinsky’s writings well and quoted him frequently.
Barnet was probably also familiar with his concepts, while not accepting them as readily
as Schapiro. In Concerning the Spiritual in Art, Kandinsky speaks of two diametrically
opposed possible directions of art forms: the external, the materialistic, a work of art
which is a mere imitation of nature, and the internal, containing the seed of the future,
capable of awakening “lofty emotions beyond the reach of words.”15 Recognizing that
all art was of its time and place, Kandinsky drew on interests parallel to his own in
occultism, theosophy, the cult of the primitive and synesthesia. By 1931 he noted “man
has developed a new faculty which permits him to go beneath the skin of nature and
touch its essence, its content.… The painter needs discreet, silent, almost insignificant
objects.… How silent is an apple beside Laocoon. A circle is even more silent.”16 Silence
is central to Marion Nicoll’s best work, as is alchemy.
Donald Kuspit, in his important essay in the exhibition catalogue for The Spiritual
in Abstract Painting, an essay entitled “Concerning the Spiritual in Contemporary Art,”
posits that the means by which the best abstract painters achieve spiritual integrity are
those Kandinsky identified but are now of greater importance: silence and alchemy.
Kuspit noted that both silence and alchemy were already evident in Kandinsky’s writing
and converged in his idea of “total abstraction” and “total realism,” different paths to
the same goal. For Kuspit, with Kandinsky, “Total abstraction is a kind of silence: ‘the
diverting support of reality has been removed from the abstract.’ Total realism is a kind
of alchemy: ‘the diverting idealization of the abstract (the artistic element) has been
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removed from the objective.’” “Total abstraction (complete silence about the world) and
total realism (alchemical transmutation of the worldly object) involve the same process
of reducing the ‘artistic’ to a minimum. Art … no longer represents but ‘presents.’”17
Schapiro noted that Kandinsky was aware of the difficulty of achieving silence in art,
which explains in part why he moved from gesture to geometry, as that seemed less noisy.
In removing the diverting outer, the worldly object, alchemical transmutation allows
inner necessity to be visible. The alchemical approach is a different way of using abstraction to articulate the spiritual. This approach emphasizes art’s transformative power, the
conversion of the physical to the metaphysical. Kuspit proclaimed: “Both silence and
alchemy are spiritual in import, but where silence is an articulation of the immaterial, alchemy is a demonstration of the unity of the immaterial and the material.”18 Silence and
alchemy were very much a part of Marion Nicoll’s search for spiritual artistic validity.

Surrealism and Grace Pailthorpe
Marion Nicoll’s art changed radically after she attended Will Barnet’s workshop in 1957
and subsequently went to New York to study with him. But her transformation was not
all due to Barnet. Nicoll openly acknowledged that she was prepared artistically for a
change before attending that workshop. In discussing this Emma Lake session, Nicoll
explained: “It was Barnet of course who influenced me but I don’t think it was so much
so as that I was ready for it.” Nicoll goes on:
The thing that actually prepared me for this was J.N.G. Macdonald [sic] –
Jock Macdonald. He in Vancouver had been working with Dr. Pailthorpe, a
woman psychiatrist, psychologist in London who was writing a book on the
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creative forces and she was using automatic drawing and she had Jock doing
it.… [F]or seven or eight years I did automatic drawing.19
Jock started me off.… All the knowledge that you have, even the most trivial
things, is stored. And when you put your pencil on the paper, and you let
your hand move.… It’s almost as though the pencil were pulling me.… And
the funny thing is that having been trained, you simply cannot make a bad
composition.… You keep on doing this every day for an hour.… This led to
what I was doing with Barnet because I did it constantly.20
Grace W. Pailthorpe, a controversial Freudian Surrealist, was immensely influential in
Canada, although she only lived here for a few years.21 Arriving in Vancouver in the
summer of 1942, she was employed at the Provincial Mental Hospital and there formed
the Association for the Scientific Treatment of Delinquency. Jock Macdonald, painter
and art teacher in Vancouver, describing her as “the person who liberated the prisoners
from their prison and studied the brain of the cannibals in New Guinea,” emphasized
her considerable stature by declaring that she was in her profession what Hans Hofmann
was in his.22 The Vancouver Art Gallery Bulletin, calling her a brilliant Surrealist artist,
recorded that the noted French Surrealist painter André Breton considered her to be one
of the great representatives of English Surrealism.23
In the spring and early summer of 1944, Pailthorpe gave three talks on Surrealism,
each of which attracted considerable attention. The first, sponsored by the Vancouver
Ladies’ Auxiliary, was held at the Vancouver Art Gallery on Friday, 14 April. Here
Pailthorpe stated that “surrealist art is purely psychic and automatic, intended to express
the real process of thought … the expression of the subconscious.”24 The second talk
was given in association with an exhibition, also at the Vancouver Art Gallery, of her art
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work and that of her colleague Reuben Mednikoff, and the third was a ten-minute radio
broadcast on the Canadian Broadcasting Commission for a program called “Mirror for
Women,” presented on July 10, 1944.25 The press and public reacted favourably: on the
day of the opening of the exhibition people queued in the rain and not everyone could
get in to hear her lecture on automatism. The Vancouver Sun considered the eighty works
on exhibition to be a most strange mixture of “the bizarre, the fantastic, the humourous,
the grotesque, the fantasmatic, the nightmarish and the beautiful.”26 Pailthorpe’s radio
talk, titled the “hieroglyphic inscriptions of memories,” described how the French father
of Surrealism, André Breton, valued his scribblings while on the telephone and called
them automatic drawings. She ended her explanation of the function of the subconscious
by saying that “surrealism has opened the aesthetic horizon by establishing a new concept of art,” one based on “the beauty of irrational thought and creation.”27
Pailthorpe was certainly not alone in linking Surrealist concepts and art. In New
York, Surrealism was a major influence on post-war American painting. In Montreal in
1942, Paul-Emile Borduas held a solo exhibition entitled Peintures surréalists. And, in
Vancouver, Jock Macdonald came under her thrall. He later wrote that he had found in
her a “spiritual awareness … and quality of consciousness of true value to humanity.”28
When asked by Macdonald to criticize his paintings, Pailthorpe found them tight and
too linear and suggested he try automatic drawings, her approach.29 Under her tutelage, Macdonald began his experiments in automatic art in 1943. Later, Calgary artist
Maxwell Bates detailed the resulting change in Macdonald’s art: “What Macdonald
wanted to express could not be expressed in naturalistic or objective terms.… Automatic
painting opened up unsuspected ways of showing his feelings.”30
Marion Nicoll was introduced by Jock Macdonald to automatic drawing either in
the summer of 1945, when he taught at the Banff School of Fine Arts, or in 1946, when
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he moved to Calgary to teach at the Provincial Institute of Technology and Art, now
called the Alberta College of Art and Design. Since Marion was also teaching at “the
Tech,” as the school was colloquially known, she had lots of opportunity to be instructed
by Macdonald on this new approach and begin a daily regime. When Macdonald left the
Tech after only a year, moving to Toronto, he and Marion, already firm friends, stayed in
touch through correspondence, discussing their art as well as their mutual artist friends.
Marion was an enthusiastic convert, quickly filling sketchbooks with automatic exercises inserted between other drawings and notes. Soon she ceased to paint anything
else.31 Macdonald, a gentle teacher, enthusiastic about this form of artistic expression,
was always encouraging: “Ha! Ha! This is interesting news about what is happening in
your automatic paintings. Things are beginning to move. They will continue to move as
long as you work continuously – sometimes every day or nearly every day. One cannot
account for what comes forth and in truth it doesn’t matter.”32
At first, Marion’s automatics were telephone doodles, unconnected traces of a wandering pencil. Unlike Macdonald, who had been instructed by Pailthorpe to work in
watercolour, Nicoll started in pencil, perhaps for ease or perhaps because much of her
more formal production at the time was in watercolour. Only later did she move to
colour. The automatics were generally linear, covering the whole page and with few or
no recognizable images. Marion saw archetypes in her work. As things progressed, she
commented: “You get to using color [sic] … inks … and you get to … human form, both
male and female organs … all sorts of peculiar looking things … a catbird … an amoebic
shape … the rooster.”33 These automatics, unlike Macdonald’s, tended not to have a
defined centre and not to suggest specific content. Untitled (1960), for example, might be
read as an exotic, coloured landscape, with an odd, multi-headed creature on the right,
but even that is questionable. More typical is Untitled Drawing/Automatic (1948) with
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Marion Nicoll
Untitled (Automatic), 1948
Watercolour on paper
29.2 × 22.9 cm
Art Gallery of Alberta Collection,
purchased with funds donated by Gulf Oil Canada Ltd.
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Jock Macdonald
Crimson and Black, 1946
Watercolour with pen and black ink on wove paper
17.8 × 25.5 cm
National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa
Photo © NGC
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Marion Nicoll
Untitled (Automatic Drawing), 1948
Watercolour on paper
30.0 × 22.5 cm
Art Gallery of Alberta Collection,
purchased with funds donated by Gulf Oil Canada Ltd., 1981
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Marion Nicoll
Chinook, 1945
Tempera on board
37.00 × 50.00 cm
Collection of Nickle Galleries
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Marion Nicoll
Graveyard and Hoodoos, 1955
Oil on canvas board
50.7 × 40.5 cm
Collection of Alberta Foundation for the Arts
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its limited colour and all-over graphics flowing off the page. Untitled of the same year is
more dense, more worked with linear details. Some of these drawings, never intended as
art or even to be shown, get too busy, too packed with small elements and tend toward
the decorative, something Marion hated. The best are free and gestural.

Nature and Jock Macdonald
The automatics loosened Nicoll’s hand and her eye and prepared her to accept Barnet’s
abstraction. Barnet, at times, also practised automatic drawing. Under Macdonald’s tutelage, with the automatics Nicoll experienced a new freedom and a new connection to
her inner self. But Macdonald supported and prepared her in another important way. He
not only loved nature, as she did, but incorporated that belief into his philosophy, into
his understanding of the basis of art. In this respect, Barnet was similar, for he too always
returned to nature as a strong fundamental in his practice.
Before embarking on the automatics, which became Marion’s prime artistic product
for much of the mid-1940s to late 1950s, she produced competent watercolours and
somewhat more experimental landscapes. Pansies (1934) is built from a dark blue ground
offsetting the pale flowers. Filled with light, it is unsentimental and quiet. More atmospheric is a series of landscapes done in the 1940s and 1950s. Chinook (1945) and
especially Graveyard and Hoodoos (1955), with very low point of view and carefully
controlled recession, are somewhat disquieting. Land masses fill the image, cutting off
escape upward. Another small landscape, Bright Day (1947), is softer, enlivened by a
sky of short dabs of paint and a palette rich with strong colour harmonies. This work is
reminiscent of one of Macdonald’s contemporary pieces, Kelowna Landscape (1944), in
both its subject matter and its range of hues.
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Macdonald believed passionately in the importance of nature for an artist. As early
as 1927, when he was an instructor in design at the Vancouver School of Decorative
and Applied Arts, he wrote in the school’s bulletin: “Nature is after all the only and
ever open book in matters of Design [sic].… Glory in the beauty of your country for all
the big forces of Nature [sic] are around you.”34 A decade later, in conjunction with his
new semi-abstract modalities painted in Nootka, Macdonald explained: “In my new art
experiments I have to live with nature, be in constant touch with its life forces.”35 A few
years later, he reinforced this point of view: “Nature is still my medium for study and
I believe as definitely as ever that there can be no art with aesthetic values which has
no contact with nature.”36 But with his automatics Macdonald shifted his emphasis to
internal sources, convinced that nature’s hidden laws emerged best when they were no
longer interpreted simply through external objects.37 Yet he was adamant that the visual
world had a great deal to teach the artist. In a 1957 article on Macdonald, Maxwell Bates
quotes his friend: “It is from the visual world that an artist derives his vocabulary of form
and colour. It is necessary to observe continually, to memorize and attune oneself to the
forces in nature.”38
Macdonald went further. As a general practitioner of transcendentalism, following
Ralph Waldo Emerson, he believed it necessary to have an attitude of wonder before
nature and he was convinced that every object is a symbol of God. His 1934 canvas,
Pacific Ocean Experience, depicts a diminutive man rowing a very small boat, seen from
above. This perspective lays out for us the cosmos in its unity and breadth, such that we
have a new conception of our position, a new sense of our identity, our self, our soul.39
In his 1940 lecture on nature, he defined “art in its fullest expression” as “knowledge,
made concrete, of the inner truths of nature, or creation – all being.”40 These ideas parallel those of Walt Whitman, who aimed to improve and transform life, to identify
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and expose its miraculousness. Furthermore, Whitman was particularly interested in the
special quality of identity that attended variety and freedom in nature.41 It is little wonder
that Macdonald encouraged Marion Nicoll to be just as serious as he was in her study of
nature. Commenting on her automatics, he delighted in her progress: “now that you find
things definitely suggestive of nature forms you can be sure that the door is now open
– Excellent!”42 Will Barnet also taught the centrality of the form in nature. Stressing the
importance of structural design, he explained: “When I say to my students be true to
nature, I mean be true to the structural meaning of nature rather than its appearance.”43
To form, Marion soon added colour.
Much of Marion’s post–New York work is based on nature, more specifically on
landscape. Starting with her simple, arresting Alberta VI Prairie (1960), she divided a
long canvas horizontally in two, each section delineated by differing grounds, the top
brown and the bottom black, thus creating the suggestion of a horizon line. Onto these
she posed irregular coloured rectangles and, in the upper section, one white near circle.
The edges of forms are hard, such that one area of unmodulated colour never penetrates
or spills into another. The forms themselves are somewhat softer, always just slightly
irregular, hand-drawn, not strictly geometric. Similar in construction – a long work – is
the coloured woodblock Prairie Sun (1961). This time, however, the upper rectangles
surrounding the circle have been replaced by active gestural lines. In another important
painting of the same year, East from the Mountains, she eliminated the suggested horizon,
placing her quasi-geometric forms on a pale ground. Obviously pleased with the result, a
few years later she made a clay print of the same subject. Later paintings might retain the
concept of a canvas divided into various areas or sections, but, usually through colour,
now prevented a reading suggestive of a literal landscape. In End of Summer (1963),
for example, she isolated four sections, two larger and two smaller, but interrupted the
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Marion Nicoll
East From the Mountains, 1964
Clay print, 3/20
27.9 × 33.0 cm
Private Collection, Calgary
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Marion Nicoll
End of Summer, 1963
Oil on linen
137.2 × 114.3 cm
Collection of Roxanne McCaig, Calgary
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Marion Nicoll
Prairie Railway Siding, 1967
Acrylic on canvas
92.0 × 107.0 cm
Collection of Alberta Foundation for the Arts
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horizontal division by breaking the colour of the ground, such that the hues in the upper
left and lower right segment matched, as did those in the upper right and lower left. Here
the circle has been split, a format she returned to often, as John Snow noticed: “She told
me once that she was doing a painting and cut it down the centre and moved one up
and the other down and that started her doing abstracts.”44 More evocative is Chinook IV,
of the same year, wonderfully pared-down in both form and colour. This simplification
and reduction of both form and colour continued, apparent very clearly in Foothills No. 1
(1965), La Paz, Red Rock, Black Rock (1967), and Prairie Railway Siding (1967), some of
her very best work. Nature observed and interpreted intuitively was clearly at the very
base of these paintings, for, like Macdonald, Nicoll sought in nature the underlying
structure, the “universal truth of all-relating harmony.”45

Spiritualism and Silence
Macdonald also communicated to Nicoll his abiding belief in the spiritual, something
she in turn developed. For Macdonald, Thomas Mann’s words in The Beloved Returns
had considerable importance: “the creative … binds together nature & spirit, and in it
they are one,”46 for Macdonald, like Lawren Harris, Emily Carr, and Fred Varley, was a
deeply spiritual painter.47 Ron (Gyo-Zo) Spickett, a contemporary Calgary painter and
a Buddhist lay-priest, recognized this spiritual aspect to both Macdonald and Nicoll.
To Spickett, “Jock Macdonald … was what you would call in a philosophic sense an
inner-directed man. He believed that it was the inner person that counted. Marion was a
very intuitive person, and it would have rung a bell with her, and it rang a bell with me.”
“[I]t was his religio-philosophical basis of paining … a way of seeing” which was so very
important in “forming that oneness with the world around you.”48 For Marion, Spickett
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felt, painting “was not just making an image, but a process, an action, that identified you
with the harmonic process.”49 When asked if Marion was a religious or spiritual person,
Spickett replied, “I believe so.” She “was capable of seeing in depth the spiritual truth
that exists.”50 Katie Ohe, a sculptor and student of Nicoll’s, agreed: “I think she was
spiritual. I think she could relate in a very spiritual way, and had a spiritual connection
to her creative world. Not on a religious level, but on a soulful level.”51
This interest among artists in the spiritual was of considerable contemporary concern, as Schapiro noted. Abstract art is often an effort by artists not to deny meaning but rather to find ways to create deeper and more varied levels of meaning. The
large exhibition in the United States of America, The Spiritual in Art: Abstract Painting
1890–1985,52 and a less ambitious, more focussed one in Canada, The Logic of Ecstasy:
Canadian Mystical Painting 1920–1940,53 have delineated the breadth and depth of this
important phenomenon. Kandinsky’s ground-breaking 1912 Concerning the Spiritual in
Art was certainly known to Jock Macdonald and probably to Marion Nicoll as well.
For Kandinsky, the spiritual was “the search for the abstract in art,” which existed in
opposition to “the nightmare of materialism.”54 Franz Marc called this artistic spiritual
necessity “a mystical inner construction.”55 William James, in his pioneering study The
Varieties of Religious Experience (1902), identified four marks of the mystic state: ineffability, noetic quality, transciency, and passivity. Feeling these marks were not sufficiently
helpful, the English author Evelyn Underhill delineated four other rules in her vastly
successful 1911 book Mysticism. These are: 1) mysticism is active and practical, 2) its
aims are wholly transcendental and spiritual, 3) the business and method of mysticism is
love, and 4) mysticism involves a definite psychological experience. All of this, then, is a
constant search for the “changeless One.”56
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In her painting, Marion Nicoll struggled to work through the empirically given to
the spiritually articulate. Departing from the appearance of nature, supported in this
way in by both Macdonald and Barnet, she then sought a unified symbol of the supernatural. Having gained confidence in intuition and personal experience through her
automatics, and accepting this strong emphasis on nature, Marion Nicoll now had both
the sensitivity and the tools to attempt to paint spiritual abstracts, not that she would
have labelled her work as such. From Will Barnet’s classes at Emma Lake, Nicoll learnt
to simplify and block out her forms in areas of uniform, unmodulated colour. Subject
was of little consequence and only served as a vehicle for individual interpretation and
clarity of form. Little Indian Girl (1977), probably done in the Saskatchewan workshop,
shows this development, where the background is now hardly distinguishable from the
central object. Such blending of figure and ground, the flattening of the field, becomes
the norm once Nicoll went to New York. Bridge (1959) is one of her first successful
canvases to employ these means, what Barnet called the “language of form.” Here forms
are solid and impenetrable; their shapes, both curvilinear and geometric, are active, for
they clearly march from left to right. With Sicilia #5 the House of Padrone of the same
year as Bridge, Nicoll is finding her own voice, a strong plastic order and great clarity.
There are no voids, no atmosphere, no positive and negative, just as Barnet required. The
movement in the earlier piece has been replaced by stillness, a silence almost palpable,
achieved through a reliance on horizontals and verticals and finely chosen colours. The
self-loss required to produce automatic drawings, the total self-surrender necessary for a
full integration into a spiritual human life, and the example of Barnet’s favour of spirit
and intuition over intellect and objective fact, supported Nicoll’s reintegration of unity
and reality in this masterful work.
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Marion Nicoll
Little Indian Girl II, 1977
Cardboard print on paper, 11/60
55.6 × 25.9 cm
Art Gallery of Alberta Collection, purchased
with funds from the Soper Endowment
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Marion Nicoll
Prairie Farm, 1970
Collograph, ink on paper.
28 × 48.3 cm
Collection of Art Gallery of Alberta
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Nicoll’s later work continued this trend towards geometry and silence. Calgary III –
4am (1966), as befits the hour, is dark, meditative and very still. Now the more organic
curvilinear has been virtually eliminated, to be replaced by quasi-straight lines. But
these lines always reveal the hand of the painter, always veer away from the harshness
and coldness of ruler-straight. Composed of a medley of rich brown, grey, and almost
black rectangles, enlivened by lighter corners, the painting projects a timelessness, an
affirmation of faith and a deep humanism. Similarly sympathetic, similarly quiet, is the
collagraph Prairie Farm of 1970. More rectangular in shape – while Calgary III – 4am is
almost square – Prairie Farm, restrained in colour and form, speaks to that individual,
psychological search for the One, for unity, thought in search of the essential. Equally
arresting is February (1970), two irregular rectangles divided by a pair of horizontal lines,
a transcendental piece.

Native Art and Alchemy
Returning to Kandinsky’s total realism, alchemy, we must go back to Will Barnet.
Barnet was among the contemporary artists in the United States who had a particular
interest in the shamanistic and symbolic qualities of Native American art. He was a
key figure in the New York movement called Indian Space Painting, although he did
not exhibit with the group in the one exhibition they held in the spring of 1946. This
show, entitled Semeiology or 8 and a Totem Pole, contained abstract paintings that on
the one hand displayed two-dimensionality and all-over composition, but, on the other
hand, based their referents on what they called real structures evident in the physical and
anthropological sciences. The gallery owner, Kenneth Beaudoin, defined the premise for
the show as the desire to paint “a new magic out of old star-driven symbols rooted in an
understanding of American Indian Art.” He named the group semeiologists “connoting
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the roots of the method to be in ancient runic Amer-indian art … and rooted in an understanding of human and visual realities.”57 To underline the links between the work of
the eight on exhibition and Indian art, Beaudoin exhibited, as part of the show, a small
Haida house pole, resembling one on display in the garden of the Museum of Modern
Art. The artists represented here, as well as many others, believed that “the art of early
cultures exhibited formal power and profound insights, both psychological and conceptual, which modern artists would do well to study.”58 To Barnet, “The use of formal symbol in primitive culture aimed, not at expressionism, but at giving order and meaning to
life.”59 In his classes he emphasized the successful integration by the Northwest Coast
cultures of shapes whose positive and negative identities were ambiguous, or rather “all
positive.”60 In working with “concrete shapes that express … feelings,” Barnet sought
the “conspicuous elimination of the subject and its replacement by symbolic imagery.”61
Artists in the United States have long been interested in primitivism, tribal art, and
the “exotic.” As early as 1902, Arthur Wesley Dow, who had painted with Gaugin in
Pont-Aven, taught a new language of art based on Japanese aesthetics and also suggested to his students that they “bring into play the primitive springs of thought, impulse
and action.”62 Others, including Max Weber, Marsden Hartley, and Alexander Calder,
followed. What is important is that these artists gravitated not just to the aesthetics of
non-Western artifacts but also to the philosophies and beliefs of their makers. Two books
were especially influential: anthropologist Franz Boas’s Primitive Art, first published in
the United States in 1928, and painter John Graham’s System and Dialectics of Art, published in New York and Paris in 1937. Here was an emphasis not just on the outer life
but specifically on the inner life, for, with Kandinsky, to these artists the nightmare of
materialism drove an effort to counteract a sense of alienation and sterility in modern
society.63 By the early 1940s, artists such as Adolph Gottlieb, Jackson Pollock,64 Barnett
Newman, and Mark Rothko all looked to the prehistoric, primitive, or archaic, often
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Marion Nicoll
One Minor Deity, 1962
Oil on canvas
106.7 × 81.3 cm
Private Collection, Calgary
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Marion Nicoll
Ritual II, 1963
Oil on canvas
128 × 152.8 cm
Collection of Alberta Foundation for the Arts
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accessed through European Surrealism, as a non-representational form having spiritual
meaning. Interestingly, while European Surrealism was often tied to Freudian concerns,
as was Grace Pailthorpe, Americans more frequently invoked the Jungian notion of archetypes, characteristically associated with a “collective unconsciousness.”65 These archetypes were of two natures: culturally nonspecific linguistic signs, on the one hand, and
biological and natural images, on the other hand, or the “primal sign inscribed upon
the surface and the natural record embedded in the earth.” As Kirk Varnedoe asserts,
“Newman looked to the Primitive artist as a model of purified spirituality, creator of
abstractions that embodied the basic underlying order of nature.”66
Marion Nicoll was also interested in native art and in the principles she found inherent in such art. Starting with her great affection for the work of Emily Carr67 and supported by Barnet’s frequent use of symbolic imagery, she too looked to the archaic as an
avenue for expressing her developing spirituality and her sense of the ordered primacy of
nature. Iconographically she was following Will Barnet, as she did so often,68 especially
in his lasting emphasis on structural form. Spiritually she was following both Macdonald
and Barnet with their emotional psychic energy, as well as their firm emphasis on the
elemental spirits of the natural world. Nicoll’s magnificent One Minor Deity (1962)69
is made up of two sections, an upper portion, built of concentric “C” or “E” without
the middle bar shapes, and containing an off-centre similar shape. The lower portion
incorporates an atavistic form, perhaps a headless figure, delineated against a two-toned
dark ground. The whole is bracketed and contained by white lines of differing widths on
the right and left framing edges, such that the gaze is concentrated and not allowed to
wander beyond the picture.
Ritual II, also know as Birth Ritual, of 1963, follows, simplifies, and clarifies both
the forms and the imagery of One Minor Deity. In the later piece, the archaic symbol in
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Marion Nicoll
Runes “B”, 1972
Cardboard print on paper, 4/18
60.0 × 55 cm
Art Gallery of Alberta Collection, donated by the Alberta Art Foundation
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the lower section is now clearly a figure, and the upper open “E” shapes have been turned
ninety degrees so that they sit directly above the figure, adding power and weight to the
symbol. The forms and colours have been simplified, sharpened, and balanced. Now
nothing is off-centre; everything is static, silent and strong, redolent of alchemical transformation. A third piece, Runes “B” (1972) contains a pair of archaic signs, graphic images isolated on a lower rectangular ground and an upper semicircular one. A strong black
form marks the left framing edge. The whole is mysterious and intriguing, conjuring
atavistic and unknowable hieroglyphs, perhaps Pailthorpe’s “hieroglyphic inscriptions of
memories.” Like Schapiro and Barnet, Nicoll was searching for abstract subject matter
evocative of concerns of universal importance. Lost languages, secret runes, Kandinsky’s
alchemy, all forms of cultural making that tried to keep ties to significant content.
Marion Nicoll’s path to silent, alchemical abstracts started with the tutoring she
received from Jock Macdonald. Through Macdonald and automatic drawing, she built
a deeply personal approach to getting in touch with her inner spiritual self. Again supported by Macdonald, she retained her own conviction of the great truths of nature.
From Will Barnet, in turn, she built on these two features, intuition and respect for
nature, adding a heavy dose of discipline, planning, and “structural quality.” In her art,
as opposed to her private automatic exercises, Nicoll put aside the gestural in favour
of all-over somewhat geometric forms of unmodulated colour, the way Barnet worked.
Using Kandinsky’s language, Nicoll, in her best pieces, achieved the silence of total
abstraction and the alchemy of total realism, which engendered the spiritual communion
and contemplation Schapiro so admired. She found lofty emotion beyond the reach of
words. Her art no longer represented but presented.
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Ann Davis is former Director of The Nickle Arts Museum at the University of Calgary
and a prominent curator, teacher, and art critic. She is the author of The Logic of Ecstasy:
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